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Discover the digital transformation
path for your business...

Become an IVI
Member

CIO & IT Leaders
Summit
Claim your IVI Network
20% discount for the 4th
Annual CIO & IT Leaders
Summit will balance the
strategic and tactical by
digging into leading CIO’s
lessons learned from the IT
response to COVID-19 and
will deliver insights on how
they plan to support
enterprise recovery.
Register with 20% off
today

**European Digital Retail
Summit - June 18th**
This FREE to attend virtual summit
will bring together industry and
academia to explore the latest
digital innovations to transform your
enterprise. It will also provide the
opportunity to network with
potential collaborators and build
consortia for future funding calls.
Register FREE now



IVI Webinar: Competency and
Capability – Professionalising IT
in the ‘Digital Decade’
The Irish Computer Society (ICS) and
the IVI will discuss the importance of
professionalising technology-related
careers, and how developing
organisation capability will transform
and empower businesses towards a
more prosperous digital future for us all.
Register now

Catch up on the Digital Retail Webinars

Digital Retail Webinar I: How digital
innovations are transforming the retail
sector

Watch now

IVI Coffee&Talk on Digital
Transformation
Join us Thursdays at 1.30 pm for short
spotlight presentations from our
researchers, followed by an informal
discussion.
Join this
week

Digital Retail Webinar II: How AI
Analytics can enhance customer
experience & expose new
opportunities
Watch now

International Workshop on User
Decision Support & Human
Interaction in Digital Retail WUDESHI-DR 2021
This workshop aims to bring together
academics and practitioners who work
in the disciplines of Human-Computer
Interaction, Decision Support Systems,
and its applications in Digital Retail
industry and research.
Find out more
here

GovTech Research Cluster: Latest Research Published - Prof
M Helfert & Dr M Ahmed
Cybersecurity of an organization is a
challenging task. System logs are the
traces of any activity and can be deleted
after a system compromise. BCALS
provided transparency and
unchallengeable proofs of audit logs for
investigating any malicious activity and
performance monitoring even after a
system compromise.

Read more
here

System Administrators have
unprecedented access in terms of
Cybersecurity. They may disable or halt
BCALS functionality, we need additional
security measures to take care of
malicious administrators. Remote
malicious administrators are more
dangerous because of their geographic
location and nonphysical presence.
VisTAS is additionally implemented to
avoid any malicious administrator's activity
which introduced Blockchain based
peered authentication and control in a
data center.
Read more
here

Welcoming our lastest Patron
member: Huawei
We at the IVI are delighted to welcome
Huawei on board as our newest patron
member. We look forward to working
with them.

Become a
patron
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